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April 2017 Newsletter and Committee Information 
 
Dear all, firstly to say what a great Winter Build Competition we had in March 2017. 
For those who were unable to attended, below were the entries, 
 
1. Brian Shepherd - Mistro. 
2. Robert Boyd - P47. 
3. Alan Wier - Junkers. (Winner ARTF) 
4. Graham Hathaway - Extra Wat4. 
5. Gordon McLaren - Lancaster. 
6. Derek Bradford - SE5 and Riot. 
7. Davy and John Wilson - Bearcat. (Winner Scratch Build)  
 
Well done to everyone in making it a great night. 
 
 

  
 
 
All the photos of the night can be found on our Face Book Page at the link below  
Falkirk Model Flying Club 
 
  ………………………………………………………………..   
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Falkirk-Model-Flying-Club-1806271119619816/
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Committee meeting Wednesday 7pm 11th Jan 2016 Green Park Centre 
 
Attendees :  
Chairman - Arty Fisher.  Secretary  - Derek Bradford. 
Safety Officer - Jamie Richards. Committee Members; Alex Munro, Graham 
Robertson. Non Attendees - Tam Dodds, Dave McLeod  
  
Chair Updates: No new developments have arisen in the past quarter, with  
the Mailbox, Newsletter and Facebook page. Training/instructors for new members 
must use a buddy box system since we are expecting the SAA to cover any 
eventualities, we would wish to prove we are training new members in an up to date 
sensible fashion. We still need to consider buddying up of new Helicopter pilots, it 
may be that new Helicopter Pilots provide a helicopter and then this can be used to 
buddy to, as accidents and costs are increased with Helicopters. For fixed wing a 
Thunder Tiger Trainer (60 nitro size) was given to Alex Munro by the late Harry 
McEwan’s widow and Alex has kindly donated this to the club. I have undertaken a 
restoration including a new receiver, tank, etc. and am also adding a few new parts. 
Dave MacLeod has donated a lovely 10cc Evolution engine and Derek has donated 
a DX6i (currently under testing), therefore once it’s all together you will see this at 
the strip for some flights, feel free to ask for a go on the buddy box even if you are an 
expert flyer already and fancy a relaxing flight with no strings attached (thanks to all 
who have contributed so far). David Burgess also donated two airframes for 
members to fix up, thanks to him. Colin Cole has donated a Sky Lark 2 trainer that 
Graham Robertson is currently fixing up so thanks to him too. Maybe later in the year 
or at one of the Winter meetings we can have a “bring and buy” sale (or giveaway) 
so models and spare items can passed on to other club members.        
       
A number of comments/suggestions regarding the website are being considered  by 
Alex McEwan including making available the “Welcome to the Club Rules” and the 
FMFC membership form. I will also be looking to possibly have access to update the 
Chairman’s comments and to upload pictures, as some members may not see 
pictures from the Face Book Page that I post. (I have attached the new membership 
form at the end of this newsletter so you can see Derek’s handy work).   
 
The Falkirk Open Scale Fly in is on the 7th May 2017, although we are having a 
Scale day please feel free to come and fly any models that day, however Scale 
competitors should have priority for flying in the competition, if in doubt ask a 
committee member for a time slot for you to fly if its busy. Volunteers were requested 
for a Falkirk judge to co-judge with Dick Marsden, I am happy to announce Jock has 
agreed to offer his time to judge on the day. The prizes will be in the form of cash, 
First £25.00, Second £15.00, Third £10.00 (funded by FMFC), however I have 
written to the SAA who can provide funding for events and I am hoping to get 
approx. £100.00 from them to put towards the prize money and the hire of a 
portaloo, however Graham Robertson has kindly been working on arranging a 
portaloo for the fly in and has been quoted £180 for 1 days hire, which a few of us 
think is a bit expensive. If anyone knows of a cheaper solution please get in touch. If 
the SAA cover the full price of the portaloo then I think we will have one, if not it may 
be better to spend club funds on other projects. There will also be a pilots briefing 
approx. 10/11 am where there will be an outline from the judges as to what the 
competition rules will be e.g. best plane/best flight and also a quick safety guidance 
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overview e.g. restrain your planes/no flying near the farm etc. (See Jan 2017 
Newsletter for the Falkirk top 9 safety points). If the weather cancels this fly in 
(notification for event cancellations will be sent out at least two days before) it will be 
held the following weekend.              
 
Treasurer Updates: There are a number of members who have not paid/joined from 
last year and have not been in touch. If your membership and insurance is not paid 
by the end of January their is an additional levy of £5.00 on top of the normal 
membership of £21.00 = £26.00 (current FMFC policy). Tam has provided an up to 
date balance sheet for 2017. Just a quick thanks to Tam, we do have quite a large 
membership and keeping on top of all this takes a bit of work. 
 
Secretary Updates: The FMFC membership form has been finished and will be on 
the FMFC web page soon, also the “Welcome to the club rules”. It was raised that 
there may be a need to issue a reminder at the end if each year (December) to 
advise those who have not paid at the AGM that they cannot fly from 1st of the new 
year and also to remind everyone that the is an additional fee if you don’t pay by the 
end of January (additional £5.00, current FMFC policy). After discussion it was felt 
that every member already receives an SAA renewal notification advising of the 
period their insurance covers and that further letters or reminders were not required.   
 
Safety Updates: There has been minimal safety issues over the last quarter, 
however there were three incidents that I witnessed, two involved flying behind the 
pilots stance/pit area and the other was in the pits with an unrestrained plane, the 
planes were all electric, causes (1) trimming (2) new transmitter binded to plane (3) 
throttle reversed/esc not programmed. With the increase of smaller easier to buy 
electric planes it’s not uncommon to think that they are less of a risk than a big petrol 
engine but in reality they can become more dangerous. If you are unsure of your 
programming or setting up, restrain your electric model and/or even better take the 
prop off, that way if the motor starts no one is likely to be injured. An electric model 
should be treated like an IC model once the battery has been connected (say the 
SAA).  
 
Quick tips for ESC planes (the example below is for Spektrum Transmitters), 
 

 Restrain plane or take prop off or both. 
 Check transmitter is on the correct model. 
 Bind with low stick low trim - so the failsafe cuts the motor if the signal is lost - 

disconnect battery remove bind plug. 
 Check the failsafe works by turning off the transmitter whilst the battery is 

connected - the motor should not start up. 
 ESC Programming - Switch on the transmitter, put the transmitter on full 

throttle, plug in battery, hear a number of beeps (check ESC instructions) 
ESC reads full throttle, put throttle to low stick (low trim) ESC reads low 
throttle, unplug battery. 

 Don’t forget your range check. 
 A second opinion is good way to not miss anything before take-off.     

 
*For more information and for other Transmitters and ESC’s ask a knowledgeable 
member of the club - Don’t be shy. 
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Please remember to check things as your planes may have been hibernating over 
winter. Five minutes checking saves five hours of fixing, also remember that we have 
lots of members with vast experience in modelling so just ask away if you need any 
help for range checks or tuning. If you have a nice new IC or electric and are unsure 
of how to set it up please ask myself or a committee member to direct you to 
someone who can help, model electronics can be complicated so don’t take a risk if 
you don’t have to. If you have any concerns on Safety or questions about safety 
guidelines, then speak with our Safety Officer Jamie at the field.     
 
Field Maintenance Updates: Great news as you will have noticed Alex is taking 
forward field improvements with the assistance of fellow modellers (Dave, Gary and 
others). A lot of work in particular was done on Saturday 25th March to get things 
underway for the nice weather we had that weekend (and also the following 
weekend). Grass rolling/cutting and hard-core was laid at the entrance. There are 
more improvements to the gate/field area underway and if help is required from club 
members, a call will be put out for assistance, however some things take a bit of time 
to plan so be patient and be assured the committee are working away in the 
background. Alex has advised that he will be ordering bags of soil for hole filling to 
arrive before the Scale fly-in, so we can keep the field in order (thanks Alex). As 
before any new suggestions/comments to the mailbox so they can be discussed at 
committee meetings over the year chairman@fmfc.org.uk   
 
AOB : The topic of disabled parking was mentioned to myself, therefore I have ran 
this issue past the committee once more. There is no change to the previously stated 
position in the Jan 2017 FMFC newsletter (following it being raised at the AGM in 
2016), however the committee felt that although we cannot provide a space as such 
anyone with restrictions can ask a committee member on the day, if other cars can 
possibly be re organised accommodate everyone.    
 
Graham Robertson currently is storing the FMFC “Transmitter Control Tent” that was 
used some time ago when 35mhz transmitters were more popular. Due to the fact 
this is no longer used/required, the committee agreed to offer this Family sized 10ft 
dome tent to any club member who can use it.  
 
Finally: The FMFC Trainer has had its Maiden flight thanks to everyone who helped 
on the Buddy box set up.  
 

 
Models are fun: Arty (Chairman FMFC) 

mailto:chairman@fmfc.org.uk
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